Stacks of apples along a narrow trunk bring an orchard to the urban lifestyle. Urban™ Columnar Apples have a bottle brush shape, short branches, and grow straight up, creating an elegant, stately, fruiting tree for small landscapes and patios. Pink blooms appear in spring, fruit begins appearing in early summer and apples are ready to harvest by fall.

The four varieties of Urban™ Columnar Apples--Tasty Red™, Tangy Green™, Blushing Delight™ and Golden Treat™--were developed by Dr. Jaroslav Tupy in the Czech Republic and introduced to the market in 2011 by Garden Debut® plant collection.

- Tasty Red™ is a bright, red apple with a sweet, juicy flavor.
- Blushing Delight™ produces a reddish-green fruit that has a slightly sweeter flavor.
- Golden Treat™ produces greenish-golden apples that are tart in early fall, but get sweeter the longer they're on the tree.
- Tangy Green™ has lime green apples that offer a crisp, tart flavor to the mix.

Benefits of the Urban™ Columnar Apples include their narrow columnar shape—perfect for suburbanites, apartment-dwellers and anyone short on space—and their disease resistance. These apple trees mature to 8 to 10 feet tall and less than 2 feet wide, are hardy to USDA zone 4, and prefer full sunlight. A choice of two varieties is required for cross pollination.

Key Features:
- Columnar habit
- Disease resistant

Exposure: Sun
Bloom Color: Pink
Height: 8-10 feet
Width: 2 feet
Chilling Hours: 800-1200
Blooms: Spring
Ripens: Fall
USDA Zone: 4-9
Heredity: Dr. Jaroslav Tupy, Czech Republic

Tall on Taste for Limited Space
For more information on Urban™ Columnar Apple Trees, visit www.gardendebut.com.